How To Cut Your Own Or Anybody Else's Hair, Including The Latest Hairstyles For Men, Women, And Children
I bought the earlier edition years ago when it first came out. Alas, it got "lost" (actually, I probably sold it at a garage sale somewhere along the line). When I saw it again but this time in the revised edition, I had to get it again, and the price is certainly right. The approach here is very simple and a bit more fearless (not so many fussy partings of the hair), more that you use your fingers as you go gently around your head and a good pair of scissors and take your time. Truly, with this attitude, you can get the job done pretty well, and it's actually fun. The drawings are many and simple and very nicely done. Though this revised edition is dated 1983, the styles are pretty basic and right on time. I'd buy this book before the "Haircuts for Dummies" one, hands down.

i am a doityourself person, the easy step by step and pictorial instructions make it very easy to cut your own hair. this bookwas a very good investment.

This book gives SOME clue as to how to cut your own or others' hair. However, I was not happy with the content of the guidelines for the following reasons:1. The front page is terribly misleading. There are color photos on it. The contents on the inside of the book shows black and white hand illustrations with barely enough instructions.2. The illustrations and directions left me feeling like some steps were missing for a decent cut.3. Simple instructions/steps were spread across SO
MANY PAGES. Was the author doing this to avoid from selling a book with only a few pages? The book simply was not comprehensive enough for me to feel confident to pick up a pair of scissors to cut anyone’s hair, let alone my own.

This book gives very basic instructions of how to trim hair, which I’ve already figured out on my own. I was looking for help with cutting hair to different styles, but that’s not what this is. I found this book to be disappointing and a waste of time and money.

This book definitely has a lot of pictures, a lot of older hair styles but it is very informative for the basics. I was looking for a good place to start and this book is perfect for that.

I had this book back in the day and used it to cut my husband’s and my kids’ hair. I somehow lost it in a move, and was thrilled to find it on . Haircuts listed still work, and the instructions are easy to follow.

It would be better if there were photographs instead of sketches. The method for layering seems backwards. Most of the instructions were common sense.

Excellent !!!! more than 5 stars. I love it !!!!! It was for a present, and he like it. Thank you.
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